**Aim**

The aim of this dissertation is to critically evaluate the hotel product preferences of generation Y while on a leisure vacation.

**Objectives**

1. An analysis of the characteristics of Gen Y and their leisure preferences when on vacation.
2. To critically assess whether hotels satisfactorily meet the leisure preferences of Gen Y when on vacation.
3. To make recommendations to the hotel industry on how the leisure preferences of Gen Y, when on vacation can be successfully met.

**Methodology**

The dissertation will consist of a primary research through a quantitative method by creating an online survey.

**Rationale**

When talking about leisure preferences when on vacation in general, there are many researches that have been done. However, when looking for specific generations leisure preferences there are rarely any found on Gen Y.
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**Anticipated Findings:**

The outcome of this research that the author aims is to understand the leisure preferences of Gen Y when on vacation. The author believes that finding the leisure preferences of Gen Y can help improve the hotel industry by providing hotels and hoteliers recommendations of improvement within their current organization.
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